Ivy, 10, from California, lost a friend to sarcoma. A sarcoma diagnosis is devastating and imposes a significant burden on patients and their families. It's important to raise awareness about this rare cancer and its impact on people's lives.

SFA is honored to be an eligible charity in the annual charitable workplace giving campaign for Federal and State employees. Consider including SFA in your pledge this year to support sarcoma research and patient care.

Public Policy Committee Coming in 2024

If you would like to give in honor or memory of more than one person, please email a list with all the names to development@Curesarcoma.org. (The amount of your gift will not be divided among the multiple recipients.)

Send a Gift of Life for the Holidays

SFA and the sarcoma community are grateful for your support. You also helped to raise $37,000 for sarcoma research. We are so proud of you and everyone who supports this important initiative, your gift will go toward funding the 2024 Sarcoma Research Grant Program.

Save the Date for Giving Tuesday!

While #SFAGivingTuesday happens every Tuesday, the annual celebration of generosity is coming up! SFA will be participating in Giving Tuesday on November 29, 2022, to raise awareness and funds for sarcoma research.

Watch the full interview with Natalie's daughter Sage on our Facebook page. For Natalie, the journey was a whirlwind of 66 weeks filled with frontline treatments, maintenance phases, and a rollercoaster of emotions. Natalie opened up about the trials and triumphs of her daughter's cancer journey.

Advocacy in the Face of Pediatric Sarcoma

Join us in celebrating the unwavering spirits of caregivers like Natalie, whose stories inspire us, reminding us of the incredible resilience and strength within the human spirit.

SFA Accepting 2024 Research Grant Proposals

SFA is now accepting proposals for pre-clinical, translational, and clinical research on the etiology, molecular biology, pathogenesis, diagnosis, and treatment of human sarcomas. The deadline for submission is January 15, 2024.

Get started at the official CFC giving site: https://cfc异性.org.

We are Grateful for Your Support

Thank you for your generous support of sarcoma research and patient care. Your contributions help us to continue our mission of advancing the science of sarcoma to improve outcomes for patients.